(10 July 2018) R Clinic organized by BRBC at Golden Jubliee Biotech Park, Chennai
Evaluation Results
Category

Avg(Min-Max)Count

Section 1 - Event administration/facilities
Overall satisfaction

5.9(5,0)13

1

Bad

Queries Answered
Quality of talk

6.1(4,0)13
6.0(4,0)13

3
5

Below average
Good

Content of Talk

5.9(4,0)13

7

Excellent

Networking Opportunity

6.0(4,0)13

Quality of facilities (Venue etc.)
Section 2-Did the R Clinic help resolve your Queries/concerns?
Product Designing-Knowledgable

6.1(4,0)13

Rating Scale
2
4
5

Well below average
Average
Very Good

Yes, many of the questions were answered.Since it concentrated on medical devices, we from biologics area were little destracted but overall knowledgeable session
which can be related.
yes,Was useful
Yes,Definitely explained well requirement for DHF & IVD.
Yes,R Clinic made us Understand.
Yes(Specific
to Medical Device regs.)
( p
g )
Yes,Good direction to start off would love to follow-up.
yes, most of them.
Yes, the queries were answered.
Yes, they Extended the support to answer new question.
To quite some extent we haven't reached the manufaturing stage as yet but we can definitely reach out to the speaks.
Yes
Yes to be a great extent.
It was mostly on medical devices,So I am not scoring.It would be valuable to arrange such clinics/101 for drugs/adgorants/formulation. To Map the regulatory pathway at
which stage we should start working with regulators together,USFDA & CDSCO NCE & 505 (b) 2-Pathway etc.
Section-3 Going further,which areas would you like specific advice/help on?
Presentation to be more Pictoral.regulation Portion is bit confwing-Presetation.Mr.Anil Chaudhary tried to be more informative & Intresting but topic is too much
theorotical kind.(college subjective lecture).I would like to have more information on Govt.regulation but in points and whom to contact.or any agents are there who can
help me to get these all formalities,which are essential to return company.Presentation to be see more jokes or see smiling expressions.
Biologics-NBE,Reagent(protein/Antibody)for pharma research,Cost verses Compliances.
More Clarity on steps when POC achieved.
Testing/Certificates needed to go to DCGI.
Information can be implemented for our next stage.
A Smaller gropus would be better format than lecture.
Regulatory pathway & QMS System incorporation.
Manufacturing-Connections with certified manufactures & DFM consultants well-versed with standards.

ISO Consultancy of Application Procedure.
Weakable regulation & Certification,Home-Monitoring Products.
An Example of a device designed A to Z can be taken.Can advice us possible designers who can help the scientist a develop prototype from a draining to a fuly furehand
device.
Needed to know about the specific standards in details how to apply,from whom to take a look up while applying.
When to star all these Process.

